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I. The higher-class societies of Jane Austen’s novels ran on the labour of the working class, a 
large portion of whom were women. But, as a modern society, we often forget about these 
working-class women when pondering the Regency era. We’d rather dwell on the dresses, and 
balls, and gardens, and marriages. But the reality of the regency for many working people was 
far less glamorous.  
Now, not only do we often forget about working class women in a modern context, but political 
and social theorists of the time did too. Almost every social report from the era refers to the 
servant class as a male body, even though a large amount of the workforce, particularly in 
domesticities was made up of women. This is due to a number of both social and legal reasons, 
but before we get into that, let’s talk a little bit more about the working class in both non-
domestic and domestic categories. 
 
II. So, there were a number of non-domestic jobs held by the English working class, including 
things like mining, agricultural work, and - most notably - work in industrial sectors. This is 
notable because, during the regency era, the industrial revolution was a relatively new thing, 
having begun in the mid 1760’s. And with new machinery and other advancements, came new 
jobs, and the poor and hungry flocked to crowded cities for work in factories and sweatshops.  
For working women that most likely meant needlework jobs, seamstresses and the like. The 
demand for seamstresses was really quite high after the industrial revolution, as fabrics could 
be made at and cheaper and faster rate, giving more middle class and gentry women the ability 
to buy a multitude of dresses. But, even with this higher demand for garments, the workforce 
never lessened, and young women were forced to enter underpaid and exploitative contracts 
under employers constantly competing for the lowest wages and prices. They entered these 
contracts because there was no other choice. Competition for jobs was very high and the 
working-class lifestyle was exceedingly unstable in non-domestic sectors. You could have food 
and a place to stay one night and be on the street the next. So, for their survival, young women 
had to work in less-than-optimal conditions.  
 
III. I find it interesting that, in the modern day, when we think of regency needlework, our 
minds are most likely flooded with images of a high-class lady working her needle and thread by 
the fire or in a gossip circle. Here, I actually have an image of Jane Austen sewing quietly in the 
corner. But, in reality, these more domestic practices were just frivolous versions of the hard 
labour required by working-class women. It’s a narrative erasure of those young girls who did 
this, not as a hobby, but for their own survival, and who were often overworked and underpaid.  
 
IV. Speaking of overworked and underpaid, let’s talk about domestic service.  
So, women made up around 75% of the domestic workforce during the regency period. Their 
jobs, as you’ve seen in Longbourn, could be literally anything having to do with the domestic 
household. They cleaned, laundered, dressed, cooked, farmed, etcetera. And, unless the family 
you worked for was very rich, there was only one or two servants in a household. Who were 



also living in that household. As a domestic servant, you were on call 24/7, could rarely marry 
for fear of losing your job, and often went unacknowledged by those you served. But, despite 
these hard conditions, you found a stability in domestic work that wasn’t provided in non-
domestic sectors. You had food, shelter, sometimes wages and all of it was under contract.  
Legally, as a servant, you were part of your employer’s family. Not biologically of course, but 
you were legally part of the estate. The regency era actually had really structured contracts for 
domestic servants, contracts that degraded in quality over time, leading to even worse servant 
rights by the Downton Abbey era.  
 
V. Now, despite their hard labour and the copious amount of them in the domestic workforce, 
the presence of female servants often went unrecognized. Like I said earlier, most social 
theorists of the time referred to the servant class as a male body. This social and legal erasure 
began with something called the servant tax. In 1777, a tax was established that required estate 
holders to pay a fee for each of their male servants. This led to the mass firing of male domestic 
workers and an influx of women being brought into the workforce with much lower wages. But, 
these women were often hired to fill non-public positions— things like maids, cooks, and 
housekeepers. This is because a large number of estate holders held on to their male servants 
in more public positions like footmen or coachmen. The presence of these working-class men in 
their homes became a symbol of wealth. It showcased to the neighborhood that they had the 
ability to pay the servant tax. So, when the higher class gave notice to those in domestic 
service, they were much more likely to see men, and this incorrect perception of the working 
class infused social and political theory for years to come.  
To further their erasure, both legally and also stemming from a biblical perspective, servants 
were seen as an extension of their masters. So, their labour was never technically their own but 
was defined as the potential labour of their employer that had been delegated to them. They 
were rarely seen as individuals, but rather as a whole class entity or a limb of their employer. 
They weren’t their own people, they either belonged to the collective or to those of a higher 
class than themselves. We see the effects of this collective thinking in Longbourn with some of 
Lydia’s comments. In her discussion of a new manservant, Lydia remarks that Mr. Hill looks an 
awful lot like a “shaved monkey”. And, while untasteful, these types of comments were to be 
expected. In Lydia’s mind, Mr. Hill was as much part of the estate as the flowers in their garden 
or the kitchen downstairs. The higher class was legally allowed and socially encouraged to 
speak at the expense of their domestic workers. And that expense wasn’t always so kind. 
Servants, particularly women, were quite often the butt of higher-class jokes. They were 
portrayed as offensive stereotypes in plays, drawn grotesquely in caricatures that I cannot show 
you because all of them are exceedingly racist and/or sexist, and their private lives were quite 
often the subject of gossip. I found multiple journals of higher-class ladies who were discussing 
and laughing at the sexual lives of their servants as a subject over tea.  
But, as I said, servants weren’t always people to the higher class. They were mechanisms of the 
estate, both socially and legally, and were treated as such. Even author’s like Jane Austen, 
whose heroines never treat the working class with malice, treat domestic servants as 
background to the stories they’re trying to tell.  
 



VI. But, recently, more artists have been reflecting on the agency of the servant as an 
individual. This is seen in books like Longbourn that reflect back on the regency and express the 
narrative importance of the working class. It’s seen in critically acclaimed shows like Upstairs 
Downstairs or Downton Abbey, which not only explore the working class, but also comment on 
the relationship between those in servitude and their employers.  
Working-class women are finally being recognized for their individual importance, as well as the 
work they did to support more common historical narratives. Your favorite Jane Austen stories 
lie on the back of women whose labour supported the lifestyles of her heroines. Though often 
forgotten, working class women in the regency period were a stubborn, hard-working, and 
hopeful group that I’m very excited I got to learn more about. Any questions? 
 


